
Greek Art: Creating the Context

AP Art History: CA #2



The Periods of Greek History
● 1600 B.C.E.: Late Bronze Age: Age of Heroes under Mycenaeans, beginning of 

mythology

● 1200 B.C.E: Greek Dark Age-after collapse of Mycenaeans little/no writing
○ 8th Century: Geometric: Return of civilization

○ 7th Century: Orientalizing: Trading with other civilizations

● 600-480 B.C.E.: Archaic Period- Re-establishment of city-states, contact without 

side cultures in Mediterranean.
○ Development of humanistic view

● 500 B.C.E. Classical Period
○ Development of first democracy

○ Victory over Persians in Persian War

○ Peloponnesian War (Greek Civil War) 431-404 B.C.E

○ Invasion of Greece by Phillip of Macedon, Alexander the Great (

● 321-31 B.C.E. 
○ Death of Alexander the Great - Roman Conquest

■ All of these events, changes will impact the appearance of Greek Art. 



Greece: Where You Are is Who You Are



The Geographical Impact

● Separate, non-united City-

States
○ Common really only in language, 

polytheistic religion, negative view 

of outsiders

● Geographical proximity to Egypt, 

Aegean Cultures and 

Mesopotamia = adoptive 

borrowing

● Necessity for trade due to 

mountains, islands = spread of 

culture (art)



Humanism: “Man is the Measure of All Things.”

● Greeks showed early influences of Egypt and Mesopotamian 

polytheism, possibly diffused through Minoans. 

● Developed a more ‘human” centered view of the world, rather 

than god-centered. 

○ Humanism: 

■ Humans are just as important, superceded gods

■ Humans should strive to be “god like” in all things 

intellectually and physicality

■ God like perfection can be achieved in all things.

■ First to believe that humans or non-religious forces 

were responsible for everything

● Led to philosophy, humanities, arts, history



A Special Civilization

Unlike the Mesopotamians and Egyptians…

● Believed gods were different from humans 

only in immortality

● Had rational-scientific, not mythical 

interpretations of the world.

● Omitted gods slowly from explanation

● were rational in thinking

○ Ideas developed in Archaic period. 



A Penchant for Perfection

● The Greek ideal of humanism greatly influenced 

the Western World.

○ “sound mind, sound body.”

○ Anyone of earth pursued excellence, art will be 

a visual reminder or goal to achieve

■ Golden ratio of proportions

○ Everything is a learning opportunity (theater: 

tragedy, comedy, hero stories like Achilles)

○ Anything worth doing, is worth doing perfectly 

or don’t do it. 

■ Even if it’s so perfect, it’s not possible. ‘

■ Perfect art/architecture = perfect society



The Development of Democracy

● Greeks were the first to apply 

rational ideals of humanism to 

government.
○ were not subject to authority of divine 

rulers (pharaohs, priest kings)

○ laws were created by reason of man, 

shaped by man, not given by gods

○ adult male citizens could participate, 

equal before the law, created laws.

○ No absolute rule, only self-government. 

○ Civic duty vs. individual pride

■ Women not allowed, slavery was.



The Impact of the Persian War

● 499-449 B.C.E
○ Greek idea of democracy threatened by Persian invasion of 

Athens

○ Unification of Greek City-States

■ Battle of Marathon

● Athenian Victory

■ Battle of Thermopylae (of 300 fame)

● Spartan loss, Athens destroyed

■ Battle of Salamis

● Greek victory

● Beginning of Classical Greek Golden Age and distinct 

historical divide from Asia that never healed. 
○ Revamping of Greek democracy to include all male citizens 

(military especially, trial by jury, etc)

○ Rebuilding of Athens to reflect victory and pride of the people. 



The Creation of Classicism

● Definition: of or relating to a high period of exemplary excellence 

from a particular time period

● My Teacher Says: So good the first time, we still use it today.
○ Classic Cars? Still use the original design

○ Classical literature (still read)

○ Classical music (basis for all others)

● IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER: Classical MEANS the same thing 

everywhere in the world, but it doesn’t always LOOK the same.
○ Example: Classical Chinese architecture doesn’t look like Western Classical 

Architecture

○ Western World (West of Asia)-classical art and architecture means Greco-

Roman because that’s what influenced us most. 



The Peloponnesian Problem

● Athens vs. Sparta

○ Athens becomes arrogant

○ Steals from treasury

○ Walls of the city

○ tries to expand

■ Long standing war (navy vs. army)

■ Involvement of Persia with Sparta tips 

balance

■ Distraction and fatigue allows invasion 

of Macedonia



What did Macedonia Mean for Greece?

● Unification under Phillip II (except for 

Sparta), later his son Alexander

● Continuation of Greek culture, adopted 

by Macedonia

○ Alexander’s tutor was Aristotle

○ Embracing of Greek humanism, 

continuation of Greek advancement. 



Why Was Alexander So Great?

● Drove Persians out of Egypt, established library of 

Alexandria, center for Greek learning.

● Defeated Persian empire (burned Persepolis) :-(

● Invaded India
○ Culturally tolerant of conquered areas. 

○ Spread Greek culture

○ Intermarried soldiers

○ Combined Egyptian, Persian and Indian cultures with Greek to 

imbed it

■ Think: A cookie with sprinkles or a cookie with icing 

AND sprinkles. 

● Stopped expanding at India due to pressure of his 

troops, but died, probably killed before making it 

home .



Alexander Continued…. Yup, he’s that good!

● Areas outside of 

Greece returned to 

the divine rulers of 

the area, farther away 

from the heart of 

Greece.

● Because of 

Alexander, 

democracy remained 

there. 



Hellenic vs. Hellenism: The World After Alexander

● Culture that developed after Alexander, no more “barbarian 

view)

● Greek learning continued around the empire (divided up after 

his death)

○ Hippocrites, Pythagoreus, Euclid, etc. 

● Combination of cultures that remained, along with Greek 

culture. 

○ Influence of other cultures on Greek culture
■ Example: Aphrodite was a big deal to the Greeks, to Persia she’s just 

another goddess.

○ How do we know all this? Herodotus-the Father of History.

■ Greeks viewed recording human events accurately 

(even with bias) as important. 



The Empire After Alexander

This will be the division of the 

Hellenistic world until the start of 

invasion by the Romans in 146 

B.C.E.

● The history of Greece will 

shape the art and 

architecture of Greece, Rome 

and later the world. 

● Through art, we can watch 

history happen. 


